Anticommunism and Popular Culture in Mid-Century America

Anti Catholicism in the United States Wikipedia - Anti Catholicism in the United States is historically deeply rooted in the anti Catholic attitudes brought by British Protestants to the American colonies.


America's Most Successful Communist Pete Seeger - From the magazine America's Most Successful Communist Pete Seeger's decisive influence on the political direction of popular music.

25 The Cold War the American Yawp - The Berlin blockade and resultant Allied airlift was one of the first major crises of the Cold War when a U.S. Navy Douglas R4D and U.S. Air Force C-47 aircraft, The People History from 1800 to Present Day News Prices - The People history site from the twentieth to current including news events popular culture fashions and our new line of taking you back in time products.

America First The Anti War Movement Charles Lindbergh - America First The Anti War Movement Charles Lindbergh and the Second World War 1940-1941.

The Rise of American Fascism Rationalrevolution Net - What did take place in America was that a small handful of companies in military related industries such as DuPont US Steel and General Motors not only made, "Human Knowledge Foundations and Limits - Fideisms Judaism is the Semitic Monotheistic Fideist Religion Based on the Old Testament's 1000 600 BCE Rules for the Worship of Yahweh by his chosen people the..."